What People Are Saying About Dr. Gail Dines’ Presentation on Hypersexualized Media and Porn as the Public Health Crisis of the Digital Age

Dr. Dines knocked my socks off and blew my eyes open! I will be reading her book and screening my patients more for porn exposure. We have to teach our kids that sex is about love and sharing, not dominance and degradation. - Healthcare Provider

Amazing lecture! I called my kids to discuss porn last night. - Pediatrician, Annual Conference of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)

Wow. Hands down, this was the most effective and shocking lecture I’ve been to in years. Lectures like the one Dr. Dines gave are the reason why I go to the Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Pediatrics - to keep me on the cutting edge. - Healthcare Provider, AAP Conference

Dr. Gail Dines gave the best plenary session ever. Provocative. Eye opening. Very motivating ... I will be talking about this one to parents and colleagues for a long time. - Pediatrician, AAP Conference

Blown away as to finding out what the youth of today are confronted with. - Victim Rights Advocate Conference attendee

I now feel much better informed about how to advise parents I work with. - Child Protection conference attendee

Gail Dines gave one of the most powerful lectures I have ever heard! - Pediatrician, AAP Conference

This was the talk of the conference. I don't know about other pediatricians, but I had not connected the dots between violence against women and porn. The pornification of our society is our next health crisis ... more information and advocacy is needed from us. - Pediatrician, AAP Conference

This was one of the most powerful talks I have ever seen. I wish every single one of the families I serve – as well as my own family and friends – could see it. - Healthcare Provider

Hearing Dr. Gail Dines speak was mind-blowing for me... I had no idea how violent and degrading pornography has become, or that our children are being targeted by this despicable industry. I support Culture Reframed because our sons and daughters are worth so much more than this. - Parent

Thank you for creating the Parents Program so we can learn more about how to talk to our children and peers about this topic. - Victim Rights Advocate Conference attendee